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1 Index Overview 

1.1 Description 

The Horizon Ascend 5%   Index (the ‘Index’) is comprised of a diversified multi-asset universe of ETFs to 
seek returns, while targeting a specific desired level of risk. This multi-asset universe includes exposure 
to U.S. equity securities, fixed income securities, and securities related to commodities. Allocations rely 
on research on volatility and trend-based signals, and adjust on a monthly basis in an attempt to capture upside. 
The Index targets consistency and a smooth path of 5% volatility using a risk control process that may 
adjust as frequently as daily to achieve the desired level of risk. The three techniques of broad diversification, 
trend following, and volatility smoothing govern the core of the process and are designed to provide the 
opportunity for growth under both good and bad market environments. 

 
This multi-asset universe of ETFs covers the most common U.S. stock indices, fixed income, and commodity 
related investments. The strategy estimates trend signals based on a volatility-adjusted moving average 
for each ETF in the multi-asset universe. The positions are then optimized based on a cross-sectional 
momentum-based scoring methodology to construct the final portfolio. A reserve asset of intermediate- 
term U.S. bonds is used when trend signals indicate a risk-off market state for any individual ETF, making 
the strategy fully invested at all times. A number of trading buffers, filters, and constraints are used within 
the Index rules to minimize unnecessary trading. 

 
The Index is intended to reflect the performance of the rules and methodology described in this docu- 
ments as accurately as possible. 

 
1.2 Key Index Details 

1. The Index Ticker is HZIASC5 Index in Bloomberg L.P. and Thomson Reuters. The Index Name 
is the Horzon Ascend 5% Index. The Index values assume full reinvestment of dividends and is 
calculated as an excess return index where total returns are in excess of SOFR (SOFRRATE Index in 
Bloomberg) plus 0.12325% (See Section 4 for more details). Backtested history of the Index begins 
on September 30th, 2005 and the Index Live calculation date began on December 17th, 2020. 

2. The Index Owner is Horizon Investments, LLC (‘Horizon’) and the Index is a trademark of Horizon. 
The Index has been licensed for certain uses and is the exclusive property of Horizon. 

3. The Index Administrator is Horizon. The Index Administrator is responsible for maintaining the rules 
and methodology of the Index and providing general oversight on all aspects of the ongoing operations 
of index calculation. This also includes implementing any changes to the Index calculation values, its 
components, or its methodology. 

4. The Index Calculation Agent is Solactive AG, who calculates the final Index values in accordance with 
this methodology and delivers closing Index values and Index constituents to interested parties on behalf 
of Horizon. 

 
2 Index Components 

The Index components are found in Table 1. These specific ETFs and exposures were selected as they 
represent the most common and well known U.S. stock indices, fixed income, and commodity related 
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investments. The asset classes represent a broad balanced portfolio of diversified exposures. All Index 
components other than the ‘Reserve Asset’ listed below are referred to as ‘Risky’ securities. 

 
Table 1: Horizon Ascend 5% Index Components 

 
Ticker Name Exposure 

SPY US Equity SPDR S&P 500 ETF TRUST Equity 
QQQ US Equity INVESCO QQQ TRUST SERIES Equity 
DIA US Equity SPDR DOW JONES INDUSTRIAL AVERAGE ETF Equity 
HYG US Equity ISHARES IBOXX HIGH YLD CORP Fixed Income 
LQD US Equity ISHARES IBOXX INVESTMENT GRADE BOND ETF Fixed Income 
TLT US Equity ISHARES 20+ YEAR TREASURY BOND ETF Fixed Income 
GLD US Equity SPDR GOLD SHARES Commodity 
IEF US Equity ISHARES 7-10 YEAR TREASURY BOND ETF Reserve Asset 

 
 
 

3 Index Methodology 

3.1 Summary of Steps 

The Index methodology involves three distinct steps: 

1. Market State Signal: The market state signal uses a volatility-adjusted moving average to deter- 
mine whether to invest in the ‘risky’ security or the reserve asset (as listed in Table 1) at each time, 
t. 

2. Risky Weight Calculation: This determines the allocation to each of the ‘Risky’ securities. The 
historical prices and returns of the risky securities are used to compute a risk-adjusted score. Given 
that some risky securities may be allocated to the reserve asset due to the Market State Signal, the 
weight to be invested in the risky security is allocated to the reserve asset in those cases. In cases that 
multiple risky securities are allocated to the reserve asset, those risky weights are aggregated and 
allocated to the reserve asset. Index returns after these two steps are referred to as the ‘Base’ Index 
returns. 

3. Volatility Control: A daily volatility control overlay is applied to the Base Index returns to target 
annualized volatility equal to 5%. 

 
3.2 Market State Signal 

The volatility-adjusted moving average varies the duration of the moving average lookback window using 
multiple parameters for each risky security at each time t. To ensure the highest level of accuracy with 
actual implementation, all signals are lagged two tradings days from their application to each daily return. 
This is consistent with application using close prices at time t−1 to purchase on the close at time t, thereby 
capturing the return between day t and day t + 1. 

1. A maximum lookback window used is 200 days, a minimum lookback window used is 100 days, and a 
default lookback window used is 150 days. All time is measured in trading days. 
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3.3 Risky Weight Calculation 

 
 

2. The volatility adjustment uses a long lookback window of 252 days, and a short lookback window 
of 63 days. The ratio of shorter term to longer volatility determines the moving average duration 
adjustment. Volatility at this step is computed as the standard deviation of daily periodic returns. 

3. When shorter term volatility is equal to longer term volatility, the moving average lookback window 
is equal to the default lookback window of 150 days. As shorter term volatility increases above longer 
term volatility, the lookback window approaches the maximum lookback window of 200 days. As 
shorter term volatility decreases below longer term volatility, the lookback window approaches the 
minimum lookback window of 100 days. The volatility ratio is constrained between 0.5 and 1.5, and 
linear interpolation is then applied to add or subtract trading days from the default lookback window 
of 150 days such that the constraints are satisfied. 

 
3.2.1 Constraints 

1. A trading day count constraint of 10 days is used to minimize trading. This constraint doesn’t allow any 
de-risking or reinvesting with the risky security and reserve asset within 10 days of any previous activity. 

2. A moving average buffer parameter of 0.50% is applied to the volatility adjusted moving average to 
create the signal line and minimize excessive trading. Specifically, the price must fall 0.50% below the 
volatility adjusted moving average to buy the reserve asset, and rise 0.50% above the volatility adjusted 
moving average to reinvest in the risky exposure. 

 
3.3 Risky Weight Calculation 

To compute the allocation to each risky security, a combined score is computed based on both the past 
return and past volatility of each risky security. To ensure the highest level of accuracy with actual 
implementation, all signals are lagged two tradings days from their application to each daily return. This 
is consistent with application using close prices at time t − 1 to purchase on the close at time t, thereby 
capturing the return between day t and day t + 1. 

1. First, the volatility of each risky security is computed using the standard deviation of periodic returns 
and a lookback window of 63 days. The risky securities are then ranked in descending order such 
that the lowest volatility security receives the highest rank. 

2. Next the momentum is computed using the past return of each risky security with a lookback window 
of 63 days. The risky securities are then ranked in ascending order such that the security with the 
highest past return receives the highest rank. 

3. Both the volatility and momentum ranks for each security are then averaged and combined to compute 
a final aggregate risky score. The securities are then re-ranked in ascending order such that the highest 
average rank receives the highest final rank. The ranks are then used to assign weights proportionally 
such that wi = (ranki)T uning/  (ranki)T uning. The tuning variable is set to 1.5 to scale the 
concentration of the Index. 

 
3.3.1 Constraints 

1. Weight constraints are applied at each rebalance such that the minimum weight is 3% and the maximum 
weight is 25% in any one holding. If the weight constraints are binding, the weights are set to these 
values and proportionally redistributed to the other holdings. 
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3.4 Volatility Control 

 
 
3.3.2 Rebalancing 

The base Index is rebalanced monthly, with new constituent weights applied on the the last day of the month, 
based on the NYSE trading calendar. 

 
3.4 Volatility Control 

A 5% volatility target (Tgtvol) is applied using a standard methodology based on two measures of historical 
volatility to compute realized volatility (RV). A short-term volatility window of 20 days is estimated 
(ShortVol), and a long-term volatility window of 40 days is estimated (LongVol). The maximum of these two 
values is used for volatility targeting. Here volatility is estimated using the square root of the average of 
squared log returns. A standard maximum leverage of 1.5 is applied (MaxLev). To target 5% volatility, the 
weight invested in the base Index is calculated with the following formula: 

 
Weightt = Min (MaxLev, Tgtvol/RVt−2) (1) 

RVt = 
√

252 × Max(LongV olt, ShortV olt) (2) 

A risk-free rate of SOFR (SOFRRATE Index in Bloomberg) plus 0.12325% is used as the de-risking 
instrument for the volatility control, which is applied to the total return Index. The final excess return 
Index is also calculated in this step by computing excess returns using a risk-free rate of SOFR (SOFRRATE 
Index in Bloomberg) plus 0.12325%, after the volatility control is applied. 

 
4 Index Calculation Details 

1. The Index Calculation Agent is Solactive AG, who calculates the final Index values in accordance with 
this methodology. Documents and policies related to the calculation specifics of Index values can found 
on the Index governance section of the Solactive website: https://www.solactive.com/ 
documents/. 

2. The Index is calculated with gross dividends reinvested where ETF distributions are reinvested 
proportionally in the Index. The Index assumes the dividend will be reinvested back into the respec- 
tive ETF, keeping the weight in the ETF effectively unchanged. 

3. The Index is calculated as an excess return Index where total returns are in excess of a risk- 
free rate of SOFR (SOFRRATE Index in Bloomberg) plus 0.12325%. On December 22nd, 2021 
the ICE 3-month LIBOR interest rate was replaced with the fixed spread of SOFR (SOFRRATE 
Index in Bloomberg) plus 0.12325% based on the median of the spread between the (ICE 3-month 
LIBORUS0003M Index) and SOFR (SOFRRATE Index in Bloomberg) from Dec 14th, 2020 to 
Dec13th 2020. If any adjustment to this rate needs to occur as Libor is phased out, Horizon as the 
Index Administrator would confer with key Index stakeholders on the new interest rate to use and 
apply that going forward. In that event, this document would be updated to reflect that change. 

4. The Index is calculated in excess of an Index maintenance fee of 0.50% per year applied daily. 

5. To ensure the highest level of accuracy with actual implementation, all data to determine constituent 
weights are lagged two tradings days from their application to each daily return. This is consistent 
with application using close prices at time t− 1 to purchase on the close at time t, thereby capturing 
the return between day t and day t + 1. 
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6. A Technical Appendix is available upon request for key stakeholders and those licensed to use the 
Index. The Technical Appendix includes additional detail necessary to exactly replicate the Index 
methodology. It has been successfully used to replicate a backtested history of the Index values by 
the Calculation Agent, reconciling values also calculated by the Index Administrator. 

 
5 Data Sources 

The calculation agent sources index constituent pricing data from Thomson Reuters. This data source 
may change as necessary as determined by the Index Calculation Agent without notice. 

 
6 Index Maintenance and Publication 

1. This Index methodology is maintained by Horizon as the Index Administrator. 

2. The Index daily closing values are published to Bloomberg L.P. The Index daily closing values will be 
available between 16:45 and 17:00 ET in Bloomberg. Between 17:30 and 18:00 ET, closing and opening 
files for the Index constituents will be available via FTP delivery for key stakeholders along with Index 
daily closing values. Index closing values are also available via Thomson Reuters. 

 
7 Governance 

Index governance is managed by Horizon as the Index Administrator. An ‘Index Committee’ makes 
final decisions related to the Index and composed of staff at Horizon with a strong working knowledge 
of the Index methodology. The Index Committee periodically evaluates and audits the Index rules and 
the implementation by the Index Calculation Agent to ensure the methodology is achieving the stated 
objectives. The Index Committee may confer with key Index stakeholders to make adjustments to this 
methodology based on non-standard market events not limited to, but including the following: 

1. A market disruption event that requires a decision on closing prices or restated Index values. 

2. The discontinuation of a Index constituent. In this event a close substitute will be chosen. 

3. On December 22, 2021 the ICE 3-month LIBOR interest rate was replaced with the fixed spread of 
SOFR (SOFRRATE Index in Bloomberg) plus 0.12325% based on the median of the spread between 
the (ICE 3-month LIBORUS0003M Index) and SOFR (SOFRRATE Index in Bloomberg) from Dec 
14th, 2020 to Dec13th 2020. If any adjustment to this rate needs to occur as Libor is phased out, 
Horizon as the Index Administrator would confer with key Index stakeholders on the new interest 
rate to use and apply that going forward. 

4. Non-standard corporate actions that cause a pricing discrepancy. 

In the event that any updates of changes need to be made to the Index, the Index Committee will solicit 
feedback from key stakeholders and communicate changes in advance. In these events this document would 
be updated to reflect that change. 

 
8 Appendix 

8.1 Revision History 

1. This version was first created and last updated on December 17th, 2020. 
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8.2 Additional Information 

 
 

2. On December 22nd, 2021, the ICE 3-month LIBOR interest rate was replaced with the fixed spread of 
SOFR (SOFRRATE Index in Bloomberg) plus 0.12325% based on the median of the spread between 
the (ICE 3-month LIBORUS0003M Index) and SOFR (SOFRRATE Index in Bloomberg) from Dec 
14th, 2020 to Dec13th 2020. 

 
8.2 Additional Information 

1. The Index website hosted by the Index Owner and Administrator, including marketing information, can 
be found here: http://horizonascend.com/. 

2. The Index website hosted by the Calculation Agent including performance and live Index values can be 
found here: https://www.solactive.com/indices/?se=1&index=DE000SL0BLY9. 
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9 Disclaimers 

The Index is a trademark of Horizon. The Index is the exclusive property of Horizon and is made and 
compiled without regard to the needs, including, but not limited to, the suitability needs, of those who 
license the index, or any related annuity, or any annuity contract owners. The Index is not an investment 
advisory product or service. 

 
The Index is calculated by Solactive AG. Financial instruments referencing the Index are not sponsored, 
promoted, sold or supported in any other manner by Solactive AG nor does Solactive AG offer any express or 
implicit guarantee or assurance either with regard to the results of using the Index and/or Index tradem a r k  
or the levels of the Index at any time or in any other respect. The Index is calculated and pub- lished 
by Solactive AG. Solactive AG uses its best efforts to ensure that the Index is calculated correctly. Irrespective 
of its obligations towards Horizon, Solactive AG has no obligation to point out errors in the Index to third 
parties including but not limited to investors and/or financial intermediaries of the financial instruments. 
Neither publication of the Index by Solactive AG nor the use of the Index or Index trademark in 
connection with the financial instrument constitutes a recommendation by Solactive AG to invest capital in 
said financial instrument nor does it in any way represent an assurance or opinion of Solactive AG with 
regard to any investment in this financial instrument. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

866-371-2399 | horizoninvestments.com 

Nothing contained herein should be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security. We are not soliciting any action based on this document. This 
document does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. The price and 
value of investments referred to in this document, if any, and the income from them may go down as well as up, and investors may realize losses on any investments. Past 
performance is not a guide to future performance. Future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. This paper is based on public information that we 
consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. Opinions expressed herein are our opinions as of the date of this 
document. We do not intend to and will not endeavor to update the information discussed in this document. No part of this document may be (i) copied, photocopied, or duplicated 
in any form by any means or (ii) redistributed without Horizon’s prior written consent. Other information is available at www.horizoninvestments.com. 

Horizon Investments and the Horizon H are all registered trademarks of Horizon Investments, LLC. 

© 2021 Horizon Investments, LLC. 
 

NOT GUARANTEED • CLIENTS MAY LOSE MONEY • PAST PERFORMANCE NOT INDICATIVE OF 
FUTURE RESULTS 

 

 


